For a bespoke solution to adding light and space
to your home, choose the Ultraframe Orangery.
The Orangery is a new take on the traditional atrium-style conservatory, brought up to date with the very latest technology from
Ultraframe. This stunning building ﬂoods the adjoining rooms with light, whilst the interior height of the Orangery creates a feeling of
grandeur that is sure to appeal to the discerning homeowner.
Whilst based on traditional building technologies, the Ultraframe
Orangery adds a touch of contemporary ﬂair to any home and
bridges the gap between a conservatory and an extension.
It provides a touch more privacy than a conservatory due
to the brick pillars which distinguish this style. The interior
height of the Orangery roof provides a breathtaking focal
point through which light ﬂoods into your home, and
allows for breathtaking views of the sky above.

An Ultraframe Orangery really is an exciting addition
to your home, which will not only provide you with a
versatile new living space, but will also add value to
your property. How will you use your new room for all
seasons? An Ultraframe Orangery makes a stunning
kitchen, an inspirational place to work or simply
a wonderful space to relax and enjoy time doing
nothing at all............

The light, bright
and airy interior
will add a new
dimension to your
home and provide
a seamless link
between your home
and garden.

Now for the
technology........
Ultraframe offers you a choice of Orangery styles
- each one subtley different externally (the look and feel
internally is virtually the same).
Externally one Orangery style features tiered glazing
whilst thte other features a ﬂat roof around the perimeter.
Both Orangery systems features a structural grade
aluminium roof capped and clad with low maintenance
thermal pvc cappings and claddings.
The careful selection of high performance glazing
ensures that the Orangery is a versatile living space
which can be used all year round and can be
combined with further ﬁnishing touches such as
underﬂoor heating to create extra luxuriant comfort. All
Ultraframe roof systems feature integrated ventilation
as standard so you can create a comfortable interior
atmosphere, whatever the weather.

Aspire to something
uniquely different
– enquire about the
Ultraframe Orangery
today.
Retail installation companies who specify and select
Ultraframe’s conservatory roof systems are an elite
group who can design and install to the highest
standards and can take care of any ‘red tape’ in the
form of Planning Permission or Building Regulations.

Examples of typical details
Orangery - Flat roof perimeter

Orangery - Tiered glazing

Coping stone

Lead ﬂashing
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Insulated cavity wall
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Lantern beam

Lead ﬂashing
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Parapet wall
265mm insulated
box gutter
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Insulation Foam
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Timber studwork
support

Sofﬁt and vertical face
in plaster board

Pre-cast stone lintel
(or steel lintel in cavity)

Pre-fabricated
structural cassette

Window side frame
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Wealth Warning
Some retailers can provide a similar look but using construction techniques that:- Can’t meet Building Regulations (assuming they apply)
- Have unproven details that structurally under perform.
- Rely on adjacent brickwork/windows for support instead of structural beams/posts
Make sure you only specify the best. Ultraframe - Tried, tested, trusted.

100x50 or 150x50 mill
ﬁnish aluminium box
proﬁle structural support
inside the false ceiling

Insulated ceiling
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Your local Ultraframe retailer

Ultraframe (UK) Ltd, Salthill Road, Clitheroe, Lancashire. BB7 1PE
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Avonbridge Conservatories Ltd
Unit 10
Smallbrook Business Centre
Waterloo Industrial Estate
Bidford on Avon
Warwickshire
B50 4JE

